KIC Graduate Fellowships are high-profile, one-year graduate fellowship positions designed to give promising young nanoscale researchers the opportunity to develop novel tools that will enable their future research. Fellows will work in partnership with their Cornell faculty advisors on projects consistent with the KIC mission. Funds for expendables will be available.

Applications will be judged on the qualifications of the candidate, the quality and originality of the proposed research, and its suitability to the KIC mission. The Watt W. Webb Graduate Fellowship in Nanoscience (WEBB@KIC) is open to all Applied and Engineering Physics Graduate Students in the 2nd or 3rd year of their PhD Program.

For more information and complete application guidelines, see www.kicnano.cornell.edu/funding

Deadline for materials is June 12, 2017.

The Kavli Institute at Cornell for Nanoscale Science develops and utilizes next-generation tools for exploring the nanoscience world.

Questions? Contact kicnano@cornell.edu